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Introduction
Information Technology is an integral part of every business. Among others responsibilities,
IT departments are typically delegated with automating manual processes with software and
moving complex business processes to web that help organizations reduce cost structures,
improving customer experience, and bringing new products and services faster to market.
While providing invaluable benefits, IT departments are also major cost centers. Developing
and maintaining applications can be very costly and lengthy. Due to budget and time
constraints, IT departments have to prioritize requests from business unites for developing
new applications especially in current economic conditions. Business units have to wait long
for the completion of application development. While still having to deliver, they look for
alternatives. Status quo may seem to be the only option: proceeding with long implemented
archaic and exhausting manual processes. Another popular alternative is an attempt to
automate processes using business friendly tools such as Microsoft Excel and Access.
Microsoft Excel especially has been a very popular business tool to build business owned
applications.
Despite their widespread use, business owned applications built on spreadsheet platform
have significant shortcomings. These applications are designed for single user desktop
environment and cannot be deployed in a multi user web environment. Also, they cannot be
used in a collaborative fashion in which multiple users can access and work on a particular
spreadsheet model or process. While having limited integration with scalable database
platforms, they lack security and version control features most enterprise environments
require.
This whitepaper addresses an alternative approach of building web applications and moving
business owned processes over to Web. SpreadsheetWEB software is designed for business
users to effectively take any business process built around spreadsheets, and convert those
legacy proprietary processes into a web based solutions without any programming or IT
involvement. SpreadsheetWeb empowers business units to deliver without having to depend
on scarce IT resources, while enabling IT departments to devote their valuable resources on
more business critical needs.
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Traditional Approach
Developing web applications is usually a long process that typically starts with business units
writing specification documents, describing in extreme detail, i.e. how the application should
work. This is typically a long and tedious process in which companies will either choose to
handle this enormous task internally or hire a consulting firm to develop a specification
document. Once finalized, the specification document is delivered to the IT department.
Software developers are then challenged to understand the algorithm and code it. After the
code is completed, it is delivered to QA teams for testing. Testing typically involves a
substantially long and iterative process that encompasses multiple bug-fixing, release and
retesting cycles. It consumes valuable resources from business units in addition to IT.
Conclusively, at the completion of the process, after all inconsistencies are resolved,
business units sign-off on the application and it is ready to be rolled out.
Business units write
Detailed specification
documents

IT department start
Developing the code

QA departments perform
Application testing

IT department
Receive bug reports and
fix them
More testing

More bugfixing
Business units sign-off
On the application that it
meets business
requirements

Application is deployed

Unfortunately, this is only a part of the process. Typically, business units continue changing
their business requirements even during the development process. This often leads to
extended project cycles to accommodate high priority changes. New and emerging changes
are usually handled after the initial release requiring additional funding and resources.
Hence, most of those applications are being developed, and updated continuously, requiring
dedicated resources from IT, QA and business units.
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Alternative Approach with SpreadsheetWEB
In most cases, until the need to move legacy processes to the web business units continue
to grapple the challenge by developing Microsoft Excel/Access based tools. Such tools
provide business units with quick development and deployment as well as independence
from traditional IT cycles. However, as soon as the need to move these processes over the
internet arises, those tools no longer meets critical departmental and company
requirements.
SpreadsheetWEB is a revolutionary alternative to developing business-owned web
applications. Based on the idea that business users are familiar with Microsoft Excel platform
in developing business owned applications, SpreadsheetWeb offers a cost effective and
flexible solution. Once those applications can be built in Excel, SpreadsheetWEB can turn
them into fully functional, database driven web applications or web enabled processes
without requiring any IT resources. Empowering business units to build and maintain
business-owned web applications, SpreadsheetWeb eliminates the long and expensive
process of building web applications described in the previous section to a shorter, cost
effective and business-owned and –controlled process shown in the Figure below.
Business units deliver
Their spreadsheet files
To IT

IT deploys spreadsheet
files to SpreadsheetWEB
server

Developing a SpreadsheetWEB application requires following three stages:

Design
This step involves processing the spreadsheet file with a design tool called SpreadsheetWEB
Wizard. This step is performed by the business user who is familiar with the spreadsheet
model or process. In most cases it takes a matter of minutes, not hours, to process the file.
SpreadsheetWEB Wizard then creates a custom code, in XML format, and embeds it in a
hidden worksheet in the file. Once the code is embedded in the file, the business user can
rerun the process without having to re-enter those selections.
In design process, the business user has to make following choices:
- Number of pages in the application.
- Navigation method. Tab based navigation and wizard based navigation are the
options
- Display areas on each page. There is typically unnecessary information like formulas,
data, on each worksheet that the end users have no need to access. The business
user will needs to identify the range of cells on each page that the web application
should display
- Input controls on each page. Editable cells can be assigned one of the many controls
supported: textbox, combobox, checkbox, radio button, listbox, calendar, scrollbar,
etc.
- Buttons. Business user can insert button controls on each page including Calculate,
Reset, Next, Back, Save, Email, and Export.
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The screen shot below captures how an Excel based “Employee Evaluation Form” on the left
can be turned into a web based form with SpreadsheetWEB on the right. Note that web form
includes browser base input controls like textbox, combobox, calendar, and radio buttons as
well as buttons to Save the entries in a database.

Excel

SpreadsheetWEB

Deployment
The next step is to deploy the spreadsheet file on the server. SpreadsheetWEB Control Panel
is essentially a web interface to deploy spreadsheets on the server. The user will then upload
the spreadsheet file to the server triggering the SpreadsheetWEB server software to load the
spreadsheet file, extract the custom code from the hidden sheet, and create a web
application. The web application has all the functionality of the spreadsheet file but delivered
over the web. Note that the application will not include Microsoft Excel specific features like
grid, menu, toolbars, etc. The application has now been converted to look and works as a
professionally developed web application.
SpreadsheetWEB also creates a database driven web application that requires end–user data
to be saved such as web forms. For those applications, SpreadsheetWEB automatically
creates database tables with respect to data fields to be stored.
Depending on an organization’s size and internal processes, either IT departments or
business units are responsible for the deployment process. In smaller organizations or with
smaller size applications i.e. data collection, web, forms, surveys etc., business units can be
charged with the responsibility of deploying applications. Conversely in mid-size or larger
organizations, or if the web applications is more complex, the deployment responsibility is
given to IT departments as they are more familiar with the processes and risks involved in
testing, deploying and managing web applications.
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Management
SpreadsheetWEB Control Panel is created to provide a web interface to manage
SpreadsheetWEB applications, users, and database.
Application Management
SpreadsheetWEB Control Panel allows application owners to control access to their
applications. Applications can be setup as password protected applications. Those
applications can also be setup with self registration where user would be prompted with a
login page that includes signup feature.
SpreadsheetWEB also supports encryption of data transmitted between the end user browser
and the server via SSL. SSL enabled applications are recommended where sensitive data
such as personal information is being transmitted.
It is also possible to make an application available during a period of time. At the end of this
period, the application link will no longer be available for access
Database Enabled Applications is another important feature supported by SpreadsheetWEB.
It means that an application can be created with a Save button which stores the user data in
a database table. Two type of database applications are supported: Single Record and
Multiple Record applications. By default every database applications is “multi-record”
meaning that each time a user presses the Save button, data is saved as a new record. This
is a typical application type when building online forms, questionnaires, surveys etc.
However, there are situations where a single record application is needed. For example a
monthly time sheet where users are expected to login and put their initials into preferred
times of the month. In this scenario there is only one data record that is modified by all
users.
Another feature of database enabled applications is concurrent editing. By default each data
record can be edited and if there is concurrent access to a particular record, the last save
wins. However, it is possible to disable concurrent editing, and prevent a user from
accessing a particular data record while it is being edited by another user.
Each web application can be assigned to a Group. For example, a company can define
groups like Finance, Marketing, Sales, etc. Each application must be associated with a group.
Applications being used by Sales team can be put under “Sales” folder. There can also be
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subfolders. Access to those applications can be controlled by associating Users with Groups
as will be explained in the next section.
User Management
SpreadsheetWEB Control Panel includes a User Management Module that is accessible by
only Admin level users. Admin can create users and associate them with access to
applications via Group concept as explained above. For example, a particular user can be
associated with Marketing and Sales groups. This user can access all application under those
two groups.
Each user is also given a user role. Depending on the role, user’s access to applications and
data can be controlled. There are 4 major user roles:
- Admin. This type of user has full access to all features and functionalities.
- Standard User. Standard user has full access to applications and data within own
group. Standard User can also see data submitted by other users within the same
group
- Limited User. This user is limited to viewing and editing own data only within a group.
For example, in a CRM application built with SpreadsheetWEB, sales people would be
created as Limited User hence can view/edit own customer data. While Sales
Managers would de created as Standard User and see customer data for all Sales
People within their group.
- Guest User. This is the most restrictive user type. This type of user has no access to
Control Panel. They can only access applications within their group provided that they
know the application URLs. Guest user can also access own data. Since they cannot
access Control Panel, they can only access their latest data. For example, an event
registration system where people would be required to enter data in multiple seating
would be creates with Guest Users. Once registered, a Guest User can visit the
applications link different times and always see own data.
Data Management and Workflow
With SpreadsheetWEB, it is possible to create data collection applications. SpreadsheetWEB
software is fully integrated with Microsoft SQL Database. It automatically creates a database
table for each application that includes a Save button. This whole process of creating and
managing database tables is completely transparent to business user.
“Employee Evaluation Form” described in the previous section is a good example. Every time
a user accesses this application, enters data, and presses the “Submit” button, that data is
stored in the database. These records can also be viewed through the Control Panel. Control
Panel users can get view or edit access to these records depending on their access
credentials.
SpreadsheetWEB also includes features to build a workflow around the data. It is possible to
define a specific set of statuses for each application independently. For example, a status list
of “New”, “Pending”, “Sold”, “Lost” can be assigned to a Sales Quoting tool. It is also
possible to transfer the ownership of a record to another user in the system. One can also
control the Status and Transfer features with worksheet formulas. Consider the example of
the Sales Quoting tool and assume that it will include a Lead Generation page to collect
prospect information. A simple worksheet formula can be inserted in the Excel file to match
a prospect with a sales person with respect zip code. Hence, the incoming leads would be
forwarded automatically to appropriate regional sales people.
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SpreadsheetWEB also includes email integration. Information collected in a web application
can be forwarded to a list of email addresses automatically. Email notification can also be
made part of a workflow and can be controlled using logic built with worksheet formulas.

Benefits of SpreasheetWEB
By using SpreadsheetWEB, organizations will realize project specific benefits of accelerated
application development and cost savings. The traditional approach involves business units
writing specifications and testing the application, IT departments understanding and writing
the code, and QA teams performing tests. The SpreadsheetWEB approach will eliminate this
process and hence substantially reduce project costs.
Another important benefit of the new approach is a better collaboration between business
units and IT. With this approach, each unit can focus on their core business functions. IT
departments can concentrate on developing higher priority applications that cannot be
handled by SpreadsheetWEB, while business units can develop business owned web
applications without needing IT resources. This improves efficiencies throughout the
organization.
In traditional approach, updating and maintain a web application with respect to changes in
business requirements also requires heavy involvement from all parties, as the specification
writing, coding, and testing processes have to be repeated each time business units change
their requirements. With SpreadsheetWEB, business units can maintain and modify their web
applications with respect to changing business needs. New spreadsheets can be rolled out
after minimal system tests. Organizations will also benefit from faster time-to-market, as
changes in business needs can be rolled-out in a matter of days, as opposed to months in
the traditional approach.
In the long term, organizations will benefit from this superior architecture. Other business
units also begin adapting to the SpreadsheetWEB business solution.

Typical SpreadsheetWEB Applications
This section lists some of the common usages of SpreadsheetWEB.
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Dashboards
Microsoft Excel is one of most flexible environment to build desktop based dashboards. With
SpreadsheetWEB, those dashboard can be web-enabled without any programming.
SpreadsheetWEB also supports specific worksheet formulas for queering data from any
ODBC data source. As a result, advanced dashboards can be created by combining data from
databases and worksheet formulas to analyze and present it.
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Data Forms
With its superior database integration, SpreadsheetWEB is an ideal environment to build
complex data forms that are integrated with logic building capabilities in spreadsheets via
worksheet formulas. Screens below are only a few of the type of data collection applications
that can be built with SpreadsheetWEB.
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Analysis Tools
Microsoft Excel is a very powerful platform to create business models to perform complex
business logic and calculations. With SpreadsheetWEB, those models can be turned into web
applications:
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Reporting Tools
Spreadsheets are frequently used to create static reports. However it lacks database
integration and web-enablement features. With SpreadsheetWEB, those spreadsheet-based
static reports can be turned into rich, database driven web reports. Below are only a few
examples of such reports that are enhanced with images retrieved from databases.
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